THROW AWAY YOUR TELEVISION
As recorded by Red Hot Chili Peppers
(from the 2002 Album "By The Way")

Transcribed by Stephen Brown

Words by Anthony Kiedis, Flea, John Frusciante and Chad Smith
Music by Anthony Kiedis, Flea, John Frusciante and Chad Smith
Arranged by Hal Leonard

Intro

Moderately \( \frac{3}{4} \) = 128

Gtr I

**Chords symbols reflect implied harmony.

Verse

RIFF B

w/ slapback delay (continued)

Gtr II \( mp \)

*Scrape strings x/ edge of pick over middle & bridge pickups.

Riff B played 2nd time only

\( \text{Am} \)
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[Music notation and tablature for A5, E5, and A5 chords]

Chorus

[Music notation and tablature with annotated instructions for phase shifter]

[Music notation and tablature for E5, Am, Em, and Em/G chords]

[Annotations for mf and N.H.]
Guitar Solo

**Set for an octave above.

D.S. al Coda

*Chord symbols reflect overall harmony.

**Delay set for sixteenth-note regeneration w/ 1 repeat. Line 6 set for Oberheim VCF sample & hold effect.

***Delay set for sixteenth-note regeneration w/ 1 repeat. Line 6 set for Oberheim VCF sample & hold effect.

\[ V \]
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G5/D
\[\text{\scalebox{0.8}{\text{\textbf{Chord Diagram}}}}\]

D5
\[\text{\scalebox{0.8}{\text{\textbf{Chord Diagram}}}}\]

A5
\[\text{\scalebox{0.8}{\text{\textbf{Chord Diagram}}}}\]

E5/B
\[\text{\scalebox{0.8}{\text{\textbf{Chord Diagram}}}}\]

G5/D
\[\text{\scalebox{0.8}{\text{\textbf{Chord Diagram}}}}\]

D5
\[\text{\scalebox{0.8}{\text{\textbf{Chord Diagram}}}}\]

Outro-Verse
\[\text{\scalebox{0.8}{\text{\textbf{Chord Diagram}}}}\]